Abstract-Cache-aided coded multicast leverages side information at wireless edge caches to efficiently serve multiple groupcast demands via common multicast transmissions, leading to load reductions that are proportional to the aggregate cache size. However, the increasingly unpredictable and personalized nature of the content that users consume challenges the efficiency of existing caching-based solutions in which only exact content reuse is explored. This paper generalizes the cacheaided coded multicast problem to a source compression with distributed side information problem that specifically accounts for the correlation among the content files. It is shown how joint file compression during the caching and delivery phases can provide load reductions that go beyond those achieved with existing schemes. This is accomplished through a lower bound on the fundamental rate-memory trade-off as well as a correlation-aware achievable scheme, shown to significantly outperform state-of-the-art correlation-unaware solutions, while approaching the limiting rate-memory trade-off.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SETUP
We consider a broadcast caching network with one sender (e.g., base station) connected to n receivers (e.g., access points or user devices) U = {1, . . . , n} via a shared errorfree multicast link. The sender has access to a file library F = {1, . . . , m} composed of m files. Each file f ∈ F is represented by a vector of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) binary symbols of length F , W f ∈ F F 2 , and therefore H(W f ) = F 1 . Each receiver has a cache of size M F bits for a real number M ∈ [0, m], and receivers request files in an i.i.d. manner according to a demand distribution q = (q 1 , . . . , q m ), where q f denotes the probability of requesting file f ∈ F. The file library realization is denoted by {W f : f ∈ F}, and we further assume that files can be correlated, i.e., H(W fi |W fj ) ≤ F , ∀f i , f j ∈ F, and hence H(W 1 , . . . , W m ) ≤ mF . Such correlations are especially relevant among content files of the same category, such as episodes of a TV show or same-sport recordings, which, even if personalized, may share common backgrounds and scene objects. Hence, we assume that the joint distribution of the library files, denoted by P W , is not necessarily the product of the file marginal distributions.
Consistent with the existing information-theoretic literature on cache-aided networks [1] - [5] , we assume that the network operates in two phases: a caching (or placement) phase taking place at network setup, in which caches are populated with content from the library, followed by a delivery phase where the network is used repeatedly in order to satisfy receiver demands. The design of the caching and delivery phases forms what is referred to as a caching scheme.
The same network setup, but under the assumption of independent library files, was studied in [1] - [5] . These works characterized the order-optimal rate-memory trade-off for both worst-case [1] , [2] and random demand settings [3] - [5] . In this context, each file in the library is treated as an independent piece of information, compressed up to its entropy F . During the caching phase, parts of the library files are cached at the receivers according to a properly designed caching distribution. The delivery phase consists of computing an index code, in which the sender compresses the set of requested files into a multicast codeword, only exploring perfect matches ("correlation one") among (parts of) the requested and the cached files, ignoring all other correlations that exist among the different (parts of) files.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the additional gains that can be obtained by exploring the correlations among the library content, in both caching and delivery phases. An initial step towards the characterization of the rate-memory region for a correlated library was given in [6] . The authors focus on lossy reconstruction in a scenario with only two receivers and one cache. In contrast, we address the more general multiple cache scenario, and focus on correlationaware lossless reconstruction. We formulate the problem via information-theoretic tools where the caching phase allows for placement of arbitrary functions of a correlated library at the receivers, while the delivery phase becomes equivalent to a source coding problem with distributed side information. A correlation-aware scheme then consists of receivers storing content pieces based on their popularity as well as on their correlation with the rest of the library in the caching phase, and receiving compressed versions of the requested files according to the information distributed across the network and their joint statistics during the delivery phase. We introduce a lower bound for the rate-memory trade-off as well as an achievable scheme that includes a library compression step proceeding correlation-aware versions of the caching and delivery phases previously proposed in [3] , [4] . We provide comparisons with state of art correlation-unaware schemes and an alternative correlation-aware achievable strategy introduced in [7] .
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents the information-theoretic problem formulation. Sec. III provides a lower bound on the fundamental rate-memory trade-off. An achievable scheme is described in Sec. IV, its performance is numerically validated in Sec. V, and the conclusion follows in Sec. VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Notation: For ease of exposition, we use {A i } to denote the set of elements {A i : i ∈ I}, with I being the domain of index i. F * 2 denotes the set of finite length binary sequences. We use [x] + to denote max{x, 0}. We consider the following information-theoretic formulation of a caching scheme for n receivers and m files:
• Initially, a realization of the library {W f } is revealed to the sender.
• Cache Encoder: At the sender, the cache encoder computes the content to be placed at the receiver caches by using the set of functions {Z u :
is the content cached at receiver u, and M is the (normalized) cache capacity or alternatively memory. The cache configuration {Z u } is designed jointly across receivers, taking into account global system knowledge such as the number of receivers and their cache sizes, the number of files, their aggregate popularity, and their joint distribution P W . Computing {Z u } and populating the receiver caches constitutes the caching phase, which is assumed to happen during off-peak hours without consuming actual delivery rate.
• Multicast Encoder: Once the caches are populated, the network is repeatedly used for different demand realizations. At each use of the network, a random demand vector f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ F n is revealed to the sender. We assume that f has i.i.d components distributed according to q and we denote by f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) its realization. The multicast encoder is defined by a fixed-to-variable encoding function X :
is the transmitted codeword generated according to demand realization f , library realization {W f }, cache configuration {Z u }, and joint file distribution P W .
• Multicast Decoders: Each receiver u ∈ U recovers its requested file W fu using the received multicast codeword and its cached codeword, as
denotes the decoding function of receiver u. The worst-case (over the file library) probability of error of the corresponding caching scheme is defined as
In line with previous work [3] - [5] , the (average) rate of the overall caching scheme is defined as
where J(X) denotes the length (in bits) of the multicast codeword X. 
Definition 2. The rate-memory region is the closure of the set of achievable rate-memory pairs (R, M ). The rate-memory function R(M ) is the infimum of all rates R such that (R, M ) is in the rate-memory region for memory M .
In this paper, we find a lower bound and an upper bound on the rate-memory function R(M ), given in Theorems 1 and 2 respectively, and design a caching scheme (i.e., a cache encoder and a multicast encoder/decoder) that results in an achievable rate R close to the lower bound.
III. LOWER BOUND
In this section, we derive a lower bound on the ratememory function under uniform demand distribution using a cut-set bound argument on the broadcast caching-demand augmented graph [8] . To this end let D (j) denote the set of demands with exactly j distinct requests. Theorem 1. For the broadcast caching network with n receivers, library size m, uniform demand distribution, and joint probability P W ,
) and H({W f : f ∈ F}) is the entropy of the entire library.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.
IV. LIBRARY COMPRESSED CACHE-AIDED CODED
MULTICAST (COMP-CACM) In this section we describe a correlation-aware caching scheme, termed Comp-CACM. The proposed Comp-CACM scheme consists of a Correlation-Aware Library Compressor, a Random Fractional Cache Encoder and a Coded Multicast Encoder. In this scheme:
• Step.1: The library files are divided into two subsets, I-files and P-files. • Step.2: The P-files are conditionally compressed with respect to the I-files. • Step.3: The compressed files are divided into packets, and a portion of these packets is cached at each receiver according to a caching distribution. • Step.4: During the delivery phase, the receivers requesting an I-file receive a linear combination of the uncached packets of the corresponding I-file, and those requesting a P-file receive a linear combination of the uncached packets of the corresponding P-file and the uncached packets of the associated I-file. As described in more detail in the subsequent sections, Steps 1 and 2 are carried out by the Correlation-Aware Library Compressor, Step 3 is done by the Random Fractional Cache Encoder and the Coded Multicast Encoder performs Step 4. Differently from existing correlation-unaware schemes, in Comp-CACM, the cache encoder operates on a compressed version of the library obtained by the Correlation-Aware Library Compressor. Even though the delivery phase is still based on computing an index code, this phase needs to be properly modified to account for the fact that the content stored in the receiver caches is a compressed version of the library files.
A. Correlation-Aware Library Compressor
In Steps 1 and 2, prior to passing the library to the cache encoder, the correlations among the library content are exploited to compress the files according to their joint distribution P W as well as their popularity, resulting in a library composed of inter-compressed files.
Definition 3. (δ-Correlated
Using the above notion of δ-correlated files, the file library F = F I ∪ F P is partitioned into I-files F I , and intercompressed P-files F P , as follows:
1) Initialize the file set to the original library F.
2) Compute the aggregate popularity for each file in the file set as the probability that at least one receiver requests at least one file from its δ-file-ensemble, defined as the given file and all its δ-correlated files in the file set. 3) Choose the file with the highest aggregate popularity, W f * , and assign it to the I-file set F I ⊆ F. All other files in the δ-file-ensemble of W f * are inter-compressed using W f * as reference and assigned to the P-file set F P ⊆ F. 4) Update the file set by removing all files contained in the δ-file-ensemble of W f * . 5) Repeat steps 2-4 until the file set is empty. The partitioning procedure described above results in a compressed library, {W f : f ∈ F}, composed of I-files F I each with entropy F , and P-files F P inter-compressed with respect to their corresponding I-files, with conditional entropy less than δF . The value of δ will be further optimized as a function of the system parameters (n, m, M, q, P W ) in order to minimize the (average) rate of the overall proposed caching scheme given in (1).
The following example illustrates the compression of the library for a simple system setup. 
Since files are equally popular and each file is correlated with one other file, each file has the same aggregate popularity. We choose file W 2 as the first I-file and assign its δ-correlated file, W 1 , to the P-file set. The file set is then updated to {W 3 , W 4 }. Again, either file can be assigned to the I-file set as they have the same aggregate popularity. We choose W 4 as the second I-file and assign W 3 to the P-file set. This results in the compressed library {W f } = {W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 } with F I = {2, 4} and F P = {1, 3}. W 1 (W 3 ) denotes P-file W 1 (W 3 ) inter-compressed with respect to I-file W 2 (W 4 ).
B. Random Fractional Cache Encoder
After compressing the library, in Step 3, Comp-CACM applies a slightly modified version of the random fractional cache encoder introduced in [3] , [4] to the compressed library.
Specifically, given the compressed library {W f }, the cache encoder divides each file into equal-size packets, such that each file W f is divided into H(W f )/b ∈ N packets of length b bits. The packet length b is chosen such that all files in the compressed library (of possibly different lengths) are divided into an integer number of packets. The sender then populates the caches by randomly selecting and storing p f M fraction of the packets of each file W f ,f ∈ F at each receiver, where p = (p 1 , . . . , p m ), referred to as the caching distribution, is a vector with elements 0 ≤ p f ≤ 1/M , satisfying the cache constraint as
2 The caching distribution is optimally designed to minimize the rate of the corresponding correlation-aware delivery scheme as expressed in (1) while taking into account global system parameters (n, m, M, q, P W ). The rate expression in (1) is normalized to the file size, and is independent of packet length b when F → ∞. In the following, we denote the i th packet of file W f , f ∈ F by W f i .
Example 2. In Example 1 further assume that the sender is connected to n = 2 receivers {u 1 , u 2 } each with a cache size M = 1. For the compressed library {W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 } described in Example 1, we assume packet length b = F/4 and a caching distribution such that p 2 = p 4 = 1/4 and p 1 = p 3 = 1. This corresponds to splitting files W 2 and W 4 into 4 packets, each with entropy F/4, and randomly storing 1 packet from each file at each receiver. Files W 1 and W 3 comprise one packet each and are both cached at the receivers. We assume that packets {W 1 , W 21 , W 3 , W 41 } are cached at u 1 and {W 1 , W 22 , W 3 , W 42 } are cached at u 2 , as shown in Fig 1. 
C. Coded Multicast Encoder
The goal of the multicast encoder of Step 4 is to generate a coded multicast codeword that allows each receiver to losslessly reconstruct its requested file, given that the cached content and the resulting conflict graph is composed of intercompressed file pieces. Each receiver recovers its demand using the multicast codeword and its cache content. The multicast codeword can be a linear combination of the packets needed by each receiver for demand recovery. The objective is to find the minimum multicast transmissions (termed as the multicast rate) given a set of demands and the cache content of all receivers. The problem can be formulated as the coloring of the corresponding conflict graph. However, differently from the classical setting described in [3] - [5] , where each requested packet corresponds to a vertex in the conflict graph, here the vertices are composed of: 1) for each receiver requesting an I-file, the uncached packets of the corresponding I-file, and 2) for each receiver requesting a P-file, the uncached packets of the corresponding P-file and the uncached packets of the associated I-file [9] . As in the classical setting, a directed edge between two vertices of the graph means that one receiver's desired packet interferes with some other receiver's desired packet (i.e is not cached at that receiver).
Example 3. For the cache configuration given in Example 2, and demand realization f = (1, 2), the sender multicasts W 21 ⊕ W 22 , W 23 , W 24 , which corresponds to a total rate of R = 0.75. The transmitted codeword enables the reconstruction of file W 2 at u 1 , and with W 1 being in its cache, receiver u 1 is able to losslessly reconstruct W 1 . Receiver u 2 is able to reconstruct W 2 using the received packets. However, a correlation-unaware scheme (e.g., [2] , [3] ) would first compress the files separately and then cache 1/4 th of each file at each receiver, which would result in a total rate R = 1.25 regardless of the demand realization [2] , [3] .
D. Rate Upper Bound for Comp-CACM
In this section, we upper bound the rate-memory function given in Definition 2 by evaluating the performance of the Comp-CACM under the uniform demand scenario. 3 In stating the theorem, we assume that the library file correlation is such that for a given δ, there are at least κ files in the δ-fileensemble of each file f ∈ F. In other words, κ, which is a function of δ and of the joint library distribution P W , is the largest value such that for each file f ∈ F, there are at least κ files δ-correlated with f . Theorem 2. Consider a broadcast caching network with n receivers, library size m, and uniform demand distribution.
3 Closed-form expressions for the achievable rate of Comp-CACM for the general setting described in Sec. I are given in [9] .
Then, the rate-memory function, R(M ), is upper bounded as
where
with κ in (3) being a function of δ and P W .
Proof: The proof of Theorem 2 is given in [9] . Note that for a given δ, the argument of the infimum on the right-hand side of (2) represents an upper bound on the Comp-CACM rate achieved with the caching distribution optimized for uniformly popular files, given by p f = p * I , ∀f ∈ F I , and p f = p * P , ∀f ∈ F P . As mentioned in the previous section, the caching distribution of Comp-CACM is designed to minimize the rate of the corresponding correlation-aware delivery scheme. Consequently, the caching distribution of Comp-CACM not only depends on the demand distribution, as in correlation-unaware schemes, but also depends on the correlations among the library content. Hence, under a uniform demand distribution, differently from correlation-unaware schemes, where all files are uniformly cached due to their uniform popularity, the Comp-CACM caching distribution assigns a larger portion of the memory to storing I-files compared to storing P-files, due to I-files having a higher aggregate popularity than P-files (see Sec. IV-A).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We numerically compare the rates achieved by the proposed correlation-aware scheme Comp-CACM, with respect to the following schemes: Local Caching with Unicast Delivery (LC/U), Local Caching with Naive Multicast Delivery (LC-NM), Random Popularity based (RAP) Caching with Coded Multicast Delivery (RAP/CM) [4] , all of which are state-of-the-art caching schemes that do not consider and exploit content correlation. We also compare the rates with an alternative correlation-aware scheme, termed CA-RAP/CM introduced in [7] , [9] , in which receivers store content pieces from the original (not inter-compressed) library based on their popularity and their correlation with the rest of the file library during the caching phase, and receive compressed versions of the requested files according to the information distributed across the network and their joint statistics during the delivery phase. Even though the caching of content in CA-RAP/CM is not done as efficiently as in Comp-CACM, the delivery is more efficient. All of the schemes mentioned above are compared with the rate-memory function lower bound given in Theorem 1.
We consider a broadcast caching network with n = 10 receivers requesting files according to a uniform demand distribution from a library composed of m = 100 files, in which there are κ files in the δ-ensemble of each file. Fig. 2 displays the rate-memory trade-off as the memory size varies from 0 to 100 files for δ = 0.2 and κ = 2. The figure plots the expected achievable rate R, in number of transmissions normalized to the file size, versus memory size (cache capacity) M , normalized to the file size. As expected, the correlation-aware schemes outperform schemes that are oblivious to the file correlations. Comp-CACM achieves a 3.5× reduction in the expected rate compared to LC-U and a 1.5× reduction compared to RAP/CM for M = 20. When comparing Comp-CACM and CA-RAP/CM, for small memory size M , CA-RAP/CM outperforms Comp-CACM, while the opposite is observed for large M . This indicates that joint compression of the file library has an especially relevant effect at large memory size, since each receiver is able to cache most of the compressed library. In fact, Comp-CACM achieves zero rate at around M = 60, indicating that every receiver is able to cache the entire library in its compressed form. For small cache size M , however, the extra bits that Comp-CACM is forced to request in the delivery phase due to the initial library compression undermines its benefit with respect to CA-RAP/CM.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have formulated the caching problem using information-theoretic tools and have provided a lower bound on the fundamental rate-memory trade-off. We have proposed Comp-CACM, an achievable correlationaware scheme, in which, prior to storing the content files, the library is jointly compressed while taking into account the popularity of the files as well as their joint distribution. This leads to caching of the more relevant content during the caching phase, which, with the transmissions during the delivery phase that ensure lossless reconstruction of the demand, results in the more efficient delivery of content. We have then compared the performance of Comp-CACM with CA/RAP-CM, another correlation-aware scheme, as well as with the conventional caching schemes.
Part of our ongoing work focuses on i) designing improved achievable schemes that incorporate the beneficial compression aspects of Comp-CACM into CA-RAP/CM, such as jointly compressing the cache configuration at each receiver, and ii) studying the effect of relevant system parameters that characterize the correlated library such as δ and κ.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Denoting by D (j) the set of all demands that contain at least j distinct requests, it is immediate to prove that
where R (M ) is the average rate needed to satisfy the user demands containing exactly distinct requests. Due to the uniform popularity assumption, we have that 
